BACKGROUND

The hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA) is a non-native insect that has been killing thousands of hemlocks in TN. This team will spend 70% of their time chemically treating HWA; 25% of their time supporting TN's biological control programs; 5% of their time supporting the activities of the Tennessee Hemlock Conservation Partnership (THCP).

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Seasonal position: Feb 10-May 31.
- 1 crew member is being hired to join the current 3-member crew for the last half of the season.
- $13/hour. No benefits. Travel covered when applicable.
- Forestry/Conservation experience preferred however training provided on job.
- State vehicle and gear provided.
- Base of operation: Westel, TN / Work on Cumberland Plateau and East TN.
- Work is in all weather conditions, rough terrain, and is physically intensive.

Submit resumes to Sam.Gildiner@tn.gov by February 7, 2020.